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CLASS A FACILITY

100 NEMEC WAY
100 NEMEC WAY, BYHALIA, MS 38611
NORTH MISSISSIPPI SUBMARKET
SUBLEASE OPPORTUNITIES
404,000 sf or 941,000 sf



100 NEMEC WAY

Minimum 404,000 SF Available

PROPERTY DETAILS

Cushman & Wakefield / Commercial Advisors is pleased to offer to qualified 
tenants 404,000 square feet or 941,00 square feet at 100 Nemec Way, a 
warehouse facility located in Byhalia, Mississippi. 100 Nemec Way offers a 
prime Class A facility and location in the growing Marshall County industrial 
market. The secured site is located within the Byhalia Industrial Park off of SH 
178, with immediate proximity and access to SH 78 / Interstate 22. Providing 
excellent access northwest to the Memphis market and to the growing 
southeast markets of Birmingham, Alabama, in addition to Blue Springs – home 
of the Toyota automotive plant - 100 Nemec Way is centrally located for 
distribution.

•    94 Total dock doors (9’W x 10’H), 18 with dock levelers 20,000  
lb rated; all with seals, bumpers, bollards & lights

•    Entire facility has T5 lighting with motion sensors installed in 
2011; 16 foot-candle rated

•   168 parking spaces for employees
•   25’3” to 32’2” clear height in the Phase I 537,000 sf building
•   36’4” to 42’7” clear height in the Phase II 404,000 sf building
•   162 trailer parking spots on 65.89 total acres
•   9,300+/- SF of office space
•   Truss girders on steel columns supporting open web bar joists
•   6 1/2” reinforced concrete slab on grade
•   Standing seam metal roof sealed and rigid fastened with screws; 
    R-11 value rating for insulation 
•   Five roof mounted exhaust fans provide a minimum of three 
    changes per hour utilizing motorized wall louvers
•   Back up emergency lighting

PRICING DETAILS

PRICING Asking $2.39 NNN for sublease

$.34 real estate taxes

$.12 Insurance

$.05 CAM est.

TOTAL: $2.90

Sublease term expires October 2020
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100 NEMEC WAY

Minimum 404,000 SF Available

FLOOR PLAN
RACKING/SORTING

PHASE I
537,000+/- 

PHASE II 
404,000+/-



SUBLEASE SPACE
AVAILABILITIES

TOTAL AREA PHASE I:    537,093 sf
                Constructed in 1989/1992
PHASE II:   404,442 sf
                Constructed in 2005
TOTAL:     941,535+/- sf

PHASE I

CLEAR HEIGHTS 25’3” eave, 32’2” peak

DIMENSIONS 595’ x 901’ 
COLUMN SPACING 55’ x 58’
DOCK DOORS 46 dock high 9’ x 10’ - 18 with levelers; 1 no grade 10’ x 10’, 1 ramped 10’ x 10’
SPRINKLER SYSTEM Standard, wet pipe, K-8, .25 GPM/3000 sf
ELECTRICAL 3000 amp & 600 amp Switch 480v/3 phase
GAS Natural gas service to 31 Reznor Gravity - vented 20,000 BTU warehouse heaters

TRUCK COURT 135’ Concrete
EXTERIOR WALLS Combination 8” concrete base and insulated metal

RESTROOMS Women: 7 Closets, 6 Sinks
Men: 4 Closets, 3 Urinals, 6 Sinks

PHASE II

CLEAR HEIGHTS 36’4” eave, 42’7” peak
DIMENSIONS 605’ x 668’
COLUMNS SPACING 50’ x 55’
DOCK DOORS 48 dock high 9’x10’, 2 ramped 14’Wx20’H 
SPRINKLER SYSTEM ESFR, K-22, PSI -50
ELECTRICAL 1200 amp switch 480v/3phase
GAS  Natural gas service to 4 Cambridge Blow - thru space warehouse heaters
TRUCK COURT 135’ total (65’ Concrete, 70’ additional asphalt

EXTERIOR WALLS 8” thick concrete tilt-up

RESTROOMS Women: 3 Closets, 1 Sink
Men: 2 Closets, 1 Urinal, 1 Sink

BUILDING FEATURES

Perimeter fencing surrounds property with manned access-controlled entry gate.



100 NEMEC WAY

Minimum 404,000 SF Available

With its central location and excellent infrastructure, Memphis is one of the most 
important logistics centers in the United States. The Memphis industrial market 
contains five separate submarkets. The dominant submarkets are the Southeast, 
Southwest and DeSoto County, MS submarkets. These submarkets account for the 
vast majority of industrial space in the city and more importantly, the majority of 
absorption, leasing and construction activity in recent years. However, large users 
are looking outside the traditional submarkets into the emerging Fayette County, 
TN and Marshall County, MS submarkets.

The total industrial inventory in the Memphis market area is 163,255,209 square feet 
in 1,116 buildings as of second quarter 2014. The warehouse sector comprises the 
vast majority of the Memphis market, consisting of 158,230,232 square feet in 942 
buildings. The balance is comprised of the flex sector, which consists of 5,024,997 
square feet in 174 buildings. Included in this, there are 189 owner occupied buildings 
accounting for 25,510,216 square feet of space. 

 

DeSoto County sits just south of Memphis in Mississippi. The submarket contains mostly Class A Bulk 
industrial buildings. Currently housing 35,383,925 square feet, the DeSoto submarket makes up 22% of 
the metro Memphis market with average quoted rents ranging from $2.85 to $3.01 psf for properties 
containing at least 100,000 square feet.  This reflects mostly Class A product located in three main cities: 
Southaven, Horn Lake and Olive Branch, Mississippi.  The DeSoto Submarket’s current direct vacancy rate 
of 7.1% is the lowest of the five submarkets in the Memphis area.  This vacancy rate has averaged below 
16% over the last four years due in part to steady absorption and the decline of new construction.

DESOTO INDUSTRIAL SUBMARKET

MEMPHIS INDUSTRIAL MARKET

240

MARSHALL/DESOTO COUNTY OVERVIEW
The Byhalia warehouse is located in Marshall County, immediately east of Memphis’ DeSoto County industrial submarket, one of the dominant, 
newest and most active industrial sectors in the MSA. DeSoto County and Marshall County have experienced rapid growth over the last ten 
years, in large part due to a pro-business environment, strategic infrastructure planning, and aggressive state incentive packages. The County 
now boasts a well diversified industrial base of more than 130 manufacturers and distributors and is host to some of Memphis’ largest 
corporate users. Highlights of this location include:

• Excellent accessibility to key distribution points in the Memphis industrial market
• US 78/I-22, a primary transportation artery and the backbone of both Desoto and Marshall Counties; parallels the BNSF railway line
• Continued tenant demand given pro-business environment and aggressive state and local incentives
• In 2010, Olive Branch, MS was named the fastest growing city in the US
• Currently 93% leased; the highest occupancy rate of any submarket in Memphis
• Limited new speculative construction in the pipeline for the foreseeable future
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Memphis is one of the foremost global logistics centers in the United States because of its strategic location near the population center 
of the country. The city is home to one of the world’s key shipping and logistics airports, vast interstate and railway systems, and one 
of the most critical navigable waterways in the US, the Mississippi River.  

Located at the southwestern tip of the state of Tennessee, Memphis is the region’s 
primary economic focal point and the state’s largest city with a population of 1.3 
million. Memphis serves as a critical manufacturing and distribution hub for products 
bound for each region of the country and beyond. Highlights of Memphis include:

•  Home to FedEx World Air and World Ground Hubs. Founded in Memphis in  
1973, currently employing over 32,000 local professionals, FedEx’s ongoing $2B 
national expansion continues to enhance its Memphis facilities.

•  A major inland port highlighted by its connectivity to large international and 
national markets.

•  Memphis International Airport has reported the second largest worldwide 
cargo volume for 2013 and was previously the world’s largest cargo airport for 
18 years. 

•  At the crossroads of four critical national Interstates (I-40, I-55, the proposed 
I-22, and the future I-69), Memphis anchors one of the busiest trucking 
corridors in the US.

•  Memphis boasts 5 of the US’s top six long-haul Class 1 rail systems, BNSF, CSX, 
Norfolk Southern, Canadian National, and Union Pacific, which touch $550 
Billion of domestic and international freight annually.

• The BNSF Intermodal facility completed a $200 Million expansion in 2010.

•  Host to an enormous inventory of international companies with large national 
distribution centers including Nike, Williams Sonoma, Johnson & Johnson Health 
Care Services, Technicolor, Nissan Parts, Kroger, Kraft, and Pfizer.

•  With a highly-skilled and specialized workforce, Memphis leads the nation’s 
top 100 cities with the highest workforce percentage involved in logistics, 
transportation, warehousing, and utilities.

•  Because of its abundant quadramodal (land, rail, river, air) transportation 
capabilities, Memphis was named the #1 US Logistics Hub in 2011 by Business 
Facilities magazine in 2011.

MEMPHIS OVERVIEW
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100 NEMEC WAY

Minimum 404,000 SF Available
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